
Sex Camel 

I don’t recommend you Google that.  
‘Cactus’ will suffice. It’s all about 
storage—pleasure akin to water.  

Where do we keep it all, you ask? Ass. 
Breast tissue. Humps. Under the hood.  
Tear ducts. Variant glands.  

What’s the mirage? Sex itself ? The body’s chemical  
bonds? Olfactory memory? Tyranny of  romantic love? 

What’s the desert? Slow-drip-time.  
The swipe right. Pillow-talk-texts for months  
and months, sore-thumbed, untouched. 

How can the camel sop up what little water it finds 
if  the screen can’t get wet? Sweat beading 
along the curve of  an hourglass, 

which empties each hot hour back into itself. 
Same! So apt a metaphor it makes me blush. 

Camels, too, would spit right in your eye 
without a second thought. Anyway, 

a sex camel is someone who can go a long time without having sex. 



You’re So Shy, Sex Camel 

The last time my legs spread it was for instruments Silence looks like 
how this position feels Often when I’m looking to feel better I end 
up on my back Prodded poked and bruised like market fruit Sucked 
and licked like in-season lunch Even when I don’t pay for it I pay for 
it Anything can be a desert if  that’s where you’re at Try to see the 
difference between shy and shocked I don’t watch porn I don’t eat 
pork for the same reason Where is the not-mouth shaped love You 
say Home is your body even as it drips disgusted on a medical slab 
waiting to hear what’s wrong The mind escapes easily out or drifts 
deeper inward Is there a particular dish you’ve fantasized me eating 
Am I prim or sloppy about it Does a bit of  frosting fall on my bare 
thigh What color will you paint my nails What will you leave on or 
take off  Do I drive the motorcycle or pose spread eagle on the back 
Do we both wear helmets Is my accent ok I bought a new perfume 
Plucked my plumage Weaved a little nest Just spit on it Let me shake 
it for you first a little I’m tired I’m not hungry. Break the zipper Park 
the car Right there I can’t hear you when you whisper like that Don’t 
tell anyone Where’d you learn to do that My roommates coming 
home Harder Slower Get on top You’re being too noisy I’m close I’m 
close You good? Did you, uh, you know... 
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